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a b s t r a c t 

Age-related changes in the brain are associated with a decline in functional flexibility. Intrinsic functional flexi- 

bility is evident in the brain’s dynamic ability to switch between alternative spatiotemporal states during resting 

state. However, the relationship between brain connectivity states, associated psychological functions during 

resting state, and the changes in normal aging remain poorly understood. In this study, we analyzed resting-state 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (rsfMRI) data from the Human Connectome Project (HCP; N = 812) and 

the UK Biobank (UKB; N = 6,716). Using signed community clustering to identify distinct states of dynamic 

functional connectivity, and text-mining of a large existing literature for functional annotation of each state, our 

findings from the HCP dataset indicated that the resting brain spontaneously transitions between three function- 

ally specialized states: sensory, somatomotor, and internal mentation networks. The occurrence, transition-rate, 

and persistence-time parameters for each state were correlated with behavioural scores using canonical corre- 

lation analysis. We estimated the same brain states and parameters in the UKB dataset, subdivided into three 

distinct age ranges: 50–55, 56–67, and 68–78 years. We found that the internal mentation network was more 

frequently expressed in people aged 71 and older, whereas people younger than 55 more frequently expressed 

sensory and somatomotor networks. Furthermore, analysis of the functional entropy — a measure of uncertainty 

of functional connectivity — also supported this finding across the three age ranges. Our study demonstrates that 

dynamic functional connectivity analysis can expose the time-varying patterns of transition between functionally 

specialized brain states, which are strongly tied to increasing age. 
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. Introduction 

Normal aging is associated with the decline of capacity in brain

unctional flexibility ( Geerligs et al., 2014 ; Malagurski et al., 2020 ;

onteiro et al., 2019 ). Cognition requires the dynamic interplay of a
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et of brain areas functioning as a network rather than as a specific

egion ( la Iglesia-Vaya, 2013 ). Consequently, functional connectivity

FC) analysis characterizing statistical dependence of two brain regions

 Friston et al., 1993 ), has emerged as an important approach to study

he neural mechanism underlying cognitive function ( Sala-Llonch et al.,

015 ; Tomasi and Volkow, 2012 ). Numerous resting-state fMRI studies
g). 
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ave been performed on advanced aging to explore age-related changes

n functional connections ( Betzel et al., 2014 ; Chan et al., 2014 ;

erreira et al., 2016 ; Tomasi and Volkow, 2012 ; Zonneveld et al., 2019 )

s well as their relation to cognitive performance ( Andrews-Hanna et al.,

007 ; Fjell et al., 2015 ; Salami et al., 2014 ; Staffaroni et al., 2018 ). De-

pite these advances, most studies on aging estimate the FC over the

hole duration of an fMRI scan, potentially obscuring the informative

uctuations in FCs ( Naik et al., 2017 ). 

Fransson’s pioneering work revealed that the resting brain switches

etween the introspective and the extrospective states ( Fransson, 2005 ).

ollowing that, recent studies have focused on assessing and detecting

he spatiotemporal organization of FC within the brain ( Calhoun et al.,

014 ; Kopell et al., 2014 ; Preti et al., 2017 ), and linking the dy-

amic changes of brain reconfiguration with human demographic indi-

ators, cognition, and disease ( Baker et al., 2014 ; Calhoun et al., 2014 ;

arahanoglu and Van De Ville, 2015 ; Zhang et al., 2016 ). Dynamic func-

ional connectivity (dFC) of resting state fMRI consists of non-random

ransitions between states or networks of brain regions that can occur

ver a short time ( Calhoun et al., 2014 ). With a clustering analysis (e.g.,

-means or hierarchical clustering), a set of similar time-varying connec-

ivity patterns can be collated, allowing identification of dFC patterns or

tates that occur consistently across multiple brain regions. These states

an be characterized across time and subjects, representing the typical

FC patterns of individuals and a group of subjects in the resting state

 Zhou et al., 2019 ). The brain networks undergoing transitions between

tates are hierarchically organized ( Vidaurre et al., 2017 ). The variabil-

ty of state changes is strongly associated not only with demographic

haracteristics, such as development or gender, but also measures of

onsciousness and cognition ( Preti et al., 2017 ). This approach offers

nsight into how the brain is organized, as well as how the connectiv-

ty pattern changes over time, and what the relationships are between

ynamic functional connectivity and cognitive or behavioural functions.

Dynamic functional connectivity can reveal the functional flexibility

n the brain ( Allen et al., 2014 ; Hutchison et al., 2013 ; Liu et al., 2020 ;

hang et al., 2016 ). Several studies have demonstrated the dFC states

hange with aging. For example, the temporal variation or state transi-

ions decrease in advanced aging ( Chen et al., 2017 ; Escrichs et al., 2020 ;

chaefer et al., 2014 ). Other studies have reported that the elderly spent

ore time in a state with weak regional interactions and had a lower

robability to access the specific state involving the “rich hub ” brain

rea ( Escrichs et al., 2020 ; Tian et al., 2018 ). Yet Viviano et al. demon-

trated there was no difference in the rate of state transitions across

he lifespan ( Viviano et al., 2017 ). Thus, the relationship between brain

tates with cognitive functions and the corresponding state changes in

ging remains largely unknown. Conversely, the functional entropy of

he brain, which has been utilized to characterize the degree of under-

ying randomness of the functional connectivity, is increased with age

 Yao et al., 2013 ). This suggests that the changes of dFC states in aging

elate to the changes of the uncertainty of FC, represented by function

ntropy. 

The objective of this paper is twofold: to determine the dynami-

al states that correspond with cognitive functions and to characterize

he dynamical state changes in aging. We have analyzed resting-state

MRI (rsfMRI) data from 812 healthy adults, provided by the Human

onnectome Project (HCP), to estimate the dynamic whole brain func-

ional connectivity (dFC) states. This was based on a two-step protocol

e recently developed for large rsfMRI data sets ( Zhou et al., 2019 ).

he dFC was classified into major states, based on a community cluster-

ng method from the similarity of dFC across subjects and time. From

his we extracted the functional terms with biological significance in

he Neurosynth database, using text-mining techniques, and assigned

hose functional terms to the featured connectivity matrix of each ex-

racted major states by use of an updated Brain Annotation Toolbox

BAT) ( Liu et al., 2019 ). We further estimated the states of aging people

rom the UK Biobank (UKB) dataset. The dynamic parameters such as
2 
ccurrence and transition of corresponding states were computed to ex-

lore age-related changes of different states; and the functional entropy

as also used to estimate the uncertainty of the functional connectivity

n aging ( Yao et al., 2013 ). 

. Methods 

.1. Participants and data preprocessing 

Two datasets from the HCP and the UKB were used. The brain states

nd associated cognitive functions during rest were estimated from the

CP; the age-related changes of states with aging were tested from UKB

ata. The demographic characteristics of participants were described be-

ow and summarized in Table 1 . See Supplementary Materials for detailed

maging preprocessing procedures. 

.1.1. HCP data 

The first dataset for this study was collected from the HCP WU-Minn

onsortium. The sample included 812 subjects (ages 22–35 years old, of

hich 450 were female) who were scanned on a 3T Siemens Connectom

canner. For each subject, a three-dimensional T1 structural image was

cquired at 0.7 mm isotropic resolution with 3D MPRAGE acquisition.

our rsfMRI runs were acquired in separate sessions on two different

ays, each running for approximately 15 min, with 2 × 2 × 2 mm 

3 

patial resolution, TR = 0.72 s, 1200 time points, and a multiband

cceleration factor of 8. Subjects were required to keep their eyes

pen whilst fixating in a relaxed manner on a projected bright cross-

air on a dark background. The WU-Minn HCP Consortium obtained

ull informed consent from all participants, and research procedures

nd ethical guidelines were followed in accordance with the Insti-

utional Review Boards (IRB) of Washington University in St. Louis,

O, USA (IRB #20,120,436). For more details, see the HCP website

t https://www.humanconnectome.org/ . Preprocessing of rsfMRI data,

sed the HCP Functional Pipeline v2.0 (Glasser et al., 2013), including

radient distortion correction, head motion correction, image distortion

orrection, and spatial transformation to the Montreal Neurological In-

titute (MNI) space, with one step spline resampling from the original

unctional images. The linear trend and quadratic term were removed

rom these functional images, and several nuisance signals were re-

ressed from the time course of each voxel using multiple linear regres-

ion, including cerebrospinal fluid, white matter, and 24 head motion

arameters ( Friston et al., 1996 ). Finally, temporal band-pass filtering

0.01–0.1 Hz) was performed to reduce the influence of low-frequency

rift and the high-frequency physiological noise. 

.1.2. UKB data 

The second dataset included 6716 subjects (ages 50–78 years, mean

ge ± SD 62.62 ± 6.89 years old, of which 3909 were female). FMRI

ata of UKB parallel the HCP dataset and were collected on a 3T Siemens

kyra scanner. For each subject, a three-dimensional T1 structural im-

ge was acquired at 1 mm isotropic resolution with 3D MPRAGE ac-

uisition. RsfMRI data were acquired with 2.4 × 2.4 × 2.4 mm 

3 spatial

esolution, TR = 0.735 s, 490 timepoints in 6 mins, multiband accel-

ration factor of 8, with eyes open and fixated on a crosshair. The UK

iobank obtained full consent from the participants, with IRB approval

f the North West Multicenter Research Ethics Committee. For more de-

ails, see the UKB website at https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/ . The pre-

rocessing procedures for the UKB fMRI dataset involved slice-timing

orrection, motion correction, spatial smoothing, nuisance signals re-

oval, bandpass filtering, and spatial normalization (see Supplementary

aterials for more details). The volume-to-volume head motion, a.k.a.

ramewise displacement (FD), was used to estimate the head movement

nd to provide a quality control criterion to exclude fMRI datasets with

ean FD > 0.3 mm. For age comparisons, the UKB data were divided

nto nine age groups from 50 to 73 years, with an interval of 3 years,

https://www.humanconnectome.org/
https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/
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Table 1 

The demographic characteristics of participants. 

Basic information 

Age (year) 

Gender(Male / 

Female) 

Handedness 

(right/left/both) 

Race(White / 

Others) 

Education 

(years) BMI BPDiastolic BPSystolic Head Motion 

HCP 28.76 ± 3.71 362/450 722/61/29 603/209 14.93 ± 1.79 26.37 ± 5.09 76.67 ± 10.50 123.69 ± 13.92 0.35 ± 0.14 

UKB 62.62 ± 6.89 2807/3909 5995/615/104 

Note: HCP, Human Connectome Project. UKB, UK Biobank. The original score of handedness in HCP is 65.87 ± 44.15, the handedness of right, left, and both were 

thresholded by 25, − 25, and between. 
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nd a group range from 74 to 78 years for an appropriate number of

ubjects in other age groups. 

.2. Dynamic whole-brain functional connectivity categorization 

One hundred and twenty regions from the automated anatomical la-

eling 2 template (AAL2, ( Rolls et al., 2015 )) were used to parcellate

he brain, before estimating the regional mean rsfMRI signal of all vox-

ls within each region (Supplementary Table 1). We also assigned the

AL2 regions to Yeo’s seven functional modules according to the most

verlapping ratio (the percentage of voxels of a specific region with

ach module) ( Yeo et al., 2011 ). The cerebellum and subcortical regions

ere added as two additional modules. The FC matrix comprises all pos-

ible pair-wise Z-transformed Pearson’s correlations between regional

sfMRI signals. Dynamic functional connectivity (dFC) was represented

y a time series of whole brain FC matrices, each matrix capturing func-

ional connectivity over a period of time, or window-length, less than

he total length of the rsfMRI signal. We used a fixed window length

f 20 sampling points (14.4 s), non-overlapping windows to estimate

FC. A two-step community clustering of the dFC was further applied,

o detect distinct brain network states in the HCP data sets ( Zhou et al.,

019 ), see Supplementary Materials for more details. Noted that using

ther window-lengths (10, 30, 40 and 50) had a minor effect on the

lustering results ( Zhou et al., 2019 ). In this study, the HCP data was

sed to detect the dFC states, as the dataset has high spatial and tem-

oral resolution and each subject was repeatedly measured four times.

fter state detection, the “average ” functional connectivity of each state

as defined as the average of all dFC in the corresponding community.

he “feature score ”, the correlation coefficient between two FC matrices,

as used to classify the dFC of UKB dataset into three states ( Zhou et al.,

019 ). The state of each dFC in the UKB data was determined by re-

rieving the highest feature score for the corresponding state, without

pplying community detection on the UKB data again. The similarity of

lassified dFCs between HCP and UKB for each state was estimated. 

.3. Functional annotation for the feature circuits 

The Brain Annotation Toolbox ( Liu et al., 2019 ) (BAT; available on-

ine at http://www.dcs.warwick.ac.uk/~feng/BAT ), which is based on

he Neurosynth database ( http://neurosynth.org ) , was modified for this

tudy in order to explore the underlying functional implications of the

hree states. A total of 217 functional terms, bearing clear biological sig-

ificance, were collected from 11,000 journal articles using text-mining

echniques. For a given function term such as “primary visual ”, acti-

ation times of a given voxel across different studies were calculated.

herefore, each voxel was associated with a number of terms or tasks

hat can help us to interpret the function in a specific region, as well

s a specific FC or FC networks (see Supplementary Materials for more

etails). For each state, the featured FC was tested to the relevant func-

ional terms by the normalized activation ratio of each functional term.

he distribution of the activation ratio under random conditions was

btained by randomly permuting the brain regions ~10,000 times so

hat the significance ( P < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected) of each functional

erm could be identified. See Supplementary Materials for more details. 
3 
.4. Correlational analysis between the dynamic parameters and the 

ehavioural tests 

To assess the relationships between connectivity dynamics and be-

avior, a canonical correlation analysis (CCA) was used to determine

he significance of association between the dynamic parameters (oc-

urrence, transition rate, and mean persistence time) and specific be-

avioural traits. In total, 266 behavioural traits were used, excluding

oor quality and missing measures ( Smith et al., 2015 ) (see Supplemen-

ary Table 2 for the measures used). Via a rank-based inverse Gaus-

ian transformation, all measures were converted into normalized Z

cores and reduced to 100 dimensions using principal component analy-

is ( Abdi and Williams, 2010 ). Linear regression was used to determine

oth the dynamic parameters and the behavioural traits, with the fol-

owing covariates: sex, age, handedness, body weight, height, education

ears, body mass index (BMI), systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood

ressure, and mean FD. The CCA was performed for the dynamic pa-

ameters and 100 principal components of the behavioural traits. This

ncluded 10 behavioural domains (cognition, alertness, emotion, task

erformance, health and family history, personality, psychiatric and

ife function, sensory and motor, and substance use). Furthermore, the

orrelations between canonical covariates of behavioural traits and dy-

amic parameters were estimated. 

.5. Entropy 

The entropy defined by Shannon ( Shannon, 1951 ) was used to mea-

ure the uncertainty of the functional connectivity in aging from the

KB dataset. First, we estimated the static functional connectivity by

alculating the Pearson correlation between the whole time series of 120

egions in AAL2. Second, we discretized all functional connectivity from

 1 to 1 into 20 intervals with equal width and counted the frequency

 𝑝 𝑖 ) of each class to estimate its probability distribution ( Yao et al.,

013 ). The regional-level entropy was calculated as Shannon entropy

 − 

∑

1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 20 
𝑝 𝑖 log ( 𝑝 𝑖 )) according to the discrete distribution of functional

onnectivity linking to a specific region. The whole brain functional en-

ropy was the average entropy of individual brain regions estimated for

ach subject. 

.6. Statistical analysis 

Both the functional annotation for the states and the relationship

etween the dynamic parameters and behavioural traits were analyzed

y permutation tests (10,000 times, with Bonferroni correction for mul-

iple comparisons). To test for dynamic changes in aging, the trends

f dynamic parameters were detected by the Jonckheere-Terpstra test

 Bewick et al., 2004 ), and post-hoc between group comparisons were

erformed by two sample t-test with FDR correction, after regressing

ut the mean FD by a general linear model. The significance level for

ll statistical tests was set at P < 0.05 after multiple comparisons cor-

ection if needed. The similarity between FC entropy of different age

roups was defined by the P value of two sample t tests. The age cate-

orizations were detected using the Louvain algorithm according to the

imilarity matrix ( Le Martelot and Hankin, 2013 ). 

http://www.dcs.warwick.ac.uk/~feng/BAT
http://neurosynth.org
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.7. Ethics statement 

The WU-Minn HCP Consortium obtained full informed consent from

ll participants, and research procedures and ethical guidelines were fol-

owed in accordance with the Institutional Review Boards (IRB) of Wash-

ngton University in St. Louis, MO, USA (IRB #20120436). For more

etails, see the HCP website at https://www.humanconnectome.org/ .

he UK Biobank obtained full consent from the participants, with IRB

pproval of the North West Multicenter Research Ethics Committee. For

ore details, see the UKB website at https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/ . 

. Results 

.1. The dynamic FC and three functional states 

To characterize the dynamics of functional connectivity, all BOLD

ignals were segmented into non-overlapping sliding windows and the

ime-varying FC matrices were estimated from HCP data: in total 240

C matrices, each estimated in 60 time windows in each of 4 scanning

essions ( Fig. 1 A). Three community structures were detected in our

revious work through a second-level community clustering algorithm

 Fig. 1 B) ( Zhou et al., 2019 ). The functional connectivity of three distinct

tates was estimated by the average of all dFC in the corresponding com-

unity ( Fig. 1 C), denoted as featured dFC matrix. Thus, each window-

ased dFC from one given subject could be assigned to one of the three

tates ( Fig. 2 A, B). The three states tended to alternate with a proba-

ility of 0.58, 0.56 and 0.55 respectively, rather than stay in the same

tate. For UKB data, each dFC was assigned to one of the three states

ccording to the highest feature score, defined as the correlation coef-

cients with featured dFC matrix from HCP data. The state sequences

ere then used for the consequent analyses on aging. The Pearson cor-

elation coefficient between the three feature networks in HCP and UKB

as higher than 0.8, showing the consistency between two datasets. 

.2. Activated FCs of the three dFC states and their functions revealed by 

iterature mining 

In order to investigate the functional implication of the three states

etected, firstly we assigned the AAL2 regions to Yeo’s seven functional

odules ( Yeo et al., 2011 ) (see Method), together with cerebellum and

ubcortical modules, to reveal the mostly activated functional modules

f the three states. Further, we addressed the function of the detected

FC states based on more comprehensive knowledge by text mining from

1,000 published journal articles. The featured connectivity matrix of

ach state was estimated by BAT for the activations and significance of

unctional terms within each state ( Fig. 1 D). The significant related func-

ional terms were sorted by a normalized activation ratio, to present the

orrelation between the FC patterns and functions (permutation test, P <

.05, Bonferroni corrected). For state 1, the strongest FCs were within

nd between visual, somatomotor, attention and cerebellum modules

 Fig. 2 A, left), and 40.5% and 32.5% of the top 200 FCs were related

o visual and somatomotor modules, respectively ( Table 2 ). Comparable

ith that, the top 10 most significantly related functional terms were re-

ated to vision processing, visual attention, and sensorimotor functions

 Fig. 2 C). State 2 shared similar FCs with state 1 except the weaker

ctivated visual module ( Fig. 2 A, middle; Table 2 ), more dominant ac-

ivation of somatomotor modules (47.0% of the top 200 FCs). The FC

inks within and between limbic, default mode and frontoparietal mod-

les were more involved than those in state 1 ( Fig. 2 A). The most re-

ated function terms of state 2 were auditory and languages functions

 Fig. 2 C), comparable with the highly activated STG, HES for sound

rocessing, and IFGoperc, IFGtriang (Broca’s area), ANG, SMG (part of

ernicke’s area), STG, MTG for languages ( Fig. 2 A, middle). Besides,

ultisensory and touch terms were also involved in state 2 ( Fig. 2 C),

ssociated highly activated regions for sensorimotor functions including
 s  

4 
reCG, PoCG, SMA and ROL ( Fig. 2 A, middle). State 3 was found to be

ighly involved with default network (45.0% of the top 200 FCs), limbic

nd cerebellum modules ( Fig. 2 A, right; Table 2 ), which was related to

elf-referential processes and theory of mind ( Fig. 2 C). Finally, accord-

ng to neural substrates and their functions revealed above, we defined

hese three states as “sensory network ”, “somatomotor network ”, and

internal mentation network ” for state 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Note

hat the three labels did not fully characterize the three states in the

omain of functional terms. Some of the most relevant functions were

ound to be commonly involved among connectivity states. Multisensory

nd touch terms were both associated with sensory and somatomotor

etworks, and the language-related functions were involved in somato-

otor and internal mentation networks. The results for second-level

etwork functions of the substates were illustrated in Supplementary

ig. 2. 

.3. Association of dFC state features with human behaviour 

As dFC represented different brain functional networks, it is impor-

ant to know whether the persistence or switching between networks

s associated with behavior. The occurrence, transition rate, and mean

ersistence time among states, were calculated as dynamic features, and

e further investigated their correlation with behavior. With canonical

orrelation analysis (CCA), we found a significant correlation between

ehavior and the dynamic parameters ( r = 0.48, P = 0.0092, permuta-

ion test). The dominating behavioural scores which explained variance

 3% in the principal canonical covariate of behavioural traits (CCA

ode) are illustrated in Fig. 2 D. behavior including processing speed

nd accuracy in cognition tasks were positively correlated with the CCA

ode. These behaviours were positively associated with cognitive abil-

ty and referred to as positive behavioural scores (the higher, the bet-

er). In contrast, negative behavior, including reaction time on cogni-

ion tasks, the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) score, Diagnostic

nd Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders and Adult Self-Report scores,

ere negatively correlated with the CCA mode ( Fig. 2 D). Occurrence

nd mean persistence times of sensory network (state 1), as well as the

ransition rates from internal mentation to sensory networks (state 3 to

) were highly associated with the principal behavioural CCA mode as

ell as positive behavioural scores ( Fig. 2 E). Whereas occurrence and

ersistence time of the somatomotor network (state 2), as well as the

ransition rate from internal mentation to somatomotor networks (state

 to state 2), were negatively correlated with the CCA mode, which

ndicates their association with negative behavioural scores ( Fig. 2 E).

nternal mentation network (state 3) was less strongly associated

ith behavior (explained variance < 3%) compared to the other two

tates. 

.4. Functional connectivity states in aging 

The states of each dFC in aging from UKB data were determined

y their correlation coefficients with the three featured dFC matrices

rom HCP data, denoted as a feature score. Then each individual dFC

as assigned to the dFC state with the highest feature score. To ensure

he association of dynamic features of the dFC, the related brain func-

ions of the featured connectivity matrix of each state from the UKB

ata were examined by BAT and the results were similar to HCP, i.e.,

he sensory, somatomotor, and internal mentation networks (Supple-

entary Fig. 1). The mean frequencies of occurrence of each of the 3

tates defined in the HCP dataset were 26%, 20%, and 54% for sen-

ory, somatomotor, and internal mentation states, respectively, in the

KB dataset. The occurrence of all three states was changed with ag-

ng ( Fig. 3 A, Supplementary Fig. 3), showing a significantly increasing

rend, from 50 to 78 years, in the internal mentation network ( Z = 7.60,

 = 1.43 × 10 − 14 , Jonckheere-Terpstra test) and a decreasing trend in the

ensory ( Z = − 5.64, P = 8.44 × 10 − 9 , Jonckheere-Terpstra test) and so-

https://www.humanconnectome.org/
https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/
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Fig. 1. State detection and the feature network of dynamical whole brain functional connectivity. A. The whole brain dynamic functional connectivity was estimated 

with non-overlapping sliding window (length of 20 time points). B. The scatter plot of clustered dFCs in principal coordinate analysis. Distance between dFC points 

is defined by 1-correlation dFC-dFC 
2 , where principal coordinate analysis projects those dFC points into 2D spaces while preserved the original distance as much as 

possible. All dFCs were detected across subjects and time into three states. Each dot represented the averaged dFC of one state for a given subject. C. The corresponding 

features (averaged dFCs in the same states) for three states (left) and top 200 FCs (right). The automated anatomical labeling 2 atlas was used and the abbreviations 

are listed in Supplementary Table 1. D. Example illustration of searching function term for the featured dFC networks in C (state 1) using Brain Annotation Toolbox 

(BAT). Top 10 significant enriched functional terms were shown, with activation ratio sorted from top to down. See method and Supplementary Materials for more 

details. 
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71. 
atomotor networks ( Z = − 4.02, P = 2.93 × 10 − 5 , Jonckheere-Terpstra

est). The occurrence of the sensory network was found to be signifi-

antly decreased in people after 71 ( Fig. 3 A, B left; two sample t-test,

 < 0.05 FDR correction for 108 comparisons). The occurrence of the

omatomotor network was found to be significantly decreased in people

fter 56, compared to people before 53 ( Fig. 3 A, B middle; two sample

-test, q < 0.05 FDR correction for 108 comparisons). The occurrence

f the internal mentation network was found to be lowest in people

ounger than 55, intermediate between ages 56 to 67, and highest above
5 
8 ( Fig. 3 A, B right; two sample t-test, q < 0.05 FDR correction for 108

omparisons). With age, the transition rate from the internal mentation

etwork to other states decreased, and that from others increased, i.e.,

ore states were found to transition to the internal mentation network

ith age ( Fig. 3 A). There was no significant difference in mean persis-

ence time of sensory and somatomotor networks among all age groups,

ut a significant increase in mean persistence time of the internal men-

ation network was found between people before 67 and people after
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Fig. 2. The function and association with the behavior of whole brain functional connectivity states. A. The corresponding features (averaged dFCs in the same 

states) for three states and top 200 FCs. The AAL2 atlas was used and the abbreviations are listed in Supplementary Table 1. B. Ten consecutive sliding-window-based 

dFC calculated from one HCP subject (ID:100,206), in which the top 100 FCs were shown on the second row. The feature scores, correlation coefficients between 

each window-based FC matrix, and “average ” functional connectivity of three states were shown with histogram. Each dFC was assigned into three of the dFC states 

shown with the colored dot (red: state 1; green: state 2; yellow: state 3). C. Top 10 significant enriched functional terms were extracted by Brain Annotation Toolbox 

(BAT) from network composed by the whole brain FC in each dFC state (color-filled, from outer to inner). For dFC state 1, the most significantly enriched functional 

terms (noted in red) were related to vision and sensation; state 2 was related to the acoustic and languages terms (noted in green); state 3 was significantly related to 

self-referential and theory of mind (noted in yellow). D. The set of behavioural trials most strongly associated with the principal behavioural CCA mode of population 

variability (variance explained > 3%). Colors represent different domains and vertical position is according to the correlation between CCA mode. The color indicates 

the categories of behaviour traits. E. Correlation between dynamic parameters and the principal behavioural CCA mode was shown as a heat map. The red color 

indicates a positive correlation, and the blue color indicates a negative correlation. Occ: occurrence is shown by the circle; MPT: mean persistence time shown by 

square; TR: transition rate shown by the directed arc. Occ, MPT and TR values were shown along with the circles, squares and arrows, respectively. Noted that 

self-transition rate of the three states was not involved in the correlation with the CCA model, as they could be calculated from other inter-state transitions. 
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.5. The relationship between the internal mentation state and functional 

ntropy 

We further estimated the functional entropy, which measures the

ispersion and randomness of functional connectivity within the brain,

or each subject in different age groups ( Yao et al., 2013 ). Low entropy

hows that the functional connectivity has a high level of predictability

ith a low level of randomness, and vice versa for high entropy. Pair-
6 
ise comparisons of all age groups revealed three age categorizations

ased on entropy: 50–55 years, 56–67 years and 68–78 years ( Fig. 3 C),

hich was similar to the dynamic features of state 3, the internal men-

ation network ( Fig. 3 B right). A remarkable correlation was found be-

ween entropy and the occurrence of the internal mentation network

ith age ( r = 0.80, P = 2.23 × 10 − 7 , Fig. 3 D), indicating the occurrence

r transition to the internal mentation state is consistent with a high

evel of randomness of FC during the aging process. 
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Table 2 

The percentage of top 200 FCs associated with nine functional modules of three states. 

Percentage (%) State 1 FCs State 2 FCs State 3 FCs 

Function Modules All Within module Between modules All Within module Between modules All Within module Between modules 

Visual 40.5% 32.5% 8.0% 27.5% 25.0% 2.5% 20.5% 20.5% 0.0% 

Somatomotor 32.5% 22.0% 10.5% 47.0% 28.5% 18.5% 10.5% 8.5% 2.0% 

D-Att 6.5% 0.5% 6.0% 2.0% 0.5% 1.5% 1.0% 0.5% 0.5% 

V-Att 12.5% 2.0% 10.5% 14.0% 1.5% 12.5% 4.0% 1.0% 3.0% 

Limbic 0.5% 0.0% 0.5% 7.0% 1.5% 5.5% 8.5% 2.0% 6.5% 

Frontoparietal 5.0% 2.5% 2.5% 6.0% 2.5% 3.5% 15.5% 5.0% 10.5% 

Default 3.5% 2.0% 1.5% 16.0% 7.0% 9.0% 45.0% 26.5% 18.5% 

Subcortical 11.0% 1.5% 9.5% 9.5% 0.5% 9.0% 2.0% 1.5% 0.5% 

Cerebellar 15.0% 10.0% 5.0% 2.0% 2.0% 0.0% 17.0% 10.5% 6.5% 

All refer to FC connected at least one of the regions in a specific module. Noted that the highest active modules are visual, somatomotor, and default networks 

for the three states, highlighted in bold font. Importantly, results are comparable when using top 100 FCs (visual 50.0%, somatomotor 45.0%, and default 

network 39.0%, for the three states) and 300 FCs (visual 38.3%, somatomotor 45.7%, and default network 49.0%, for the three states). 

Fig. 3. The dynamic parameters in aging. A. The occurrence (nodes) and transitions (directional arcs) of three states change with age, referring to the first age 

group (50–52). The heat map illustrates the mean value in each group subtracted with the first group (50–52). The transition rates from the state 1/2 to the state 3 

were increased with age. Both the occurrences of state 1 and 2 (sensory and somatomotor) had significant decreased trend, and the occurrence of state 3 (internal 

mentation) had significant increased trend (sensory: Z = − 5.64, P = 8.44 × 10 − 9 , somatomotor: Z = − 4.02, P = 2.93 × 10 − 5 , self: Z = 7.60, P = 1.43 × 10 − 14 , 

Jonckheere-Terpstra test). The vertical dashed lines indicate a similar pattern of functional dynamics in the three age ranges, i.e., 50–55, 56–67, and 68–78, see B 

for references. B. The group comparison between ages. The colored elements indicate the significant differences by the post-hoc comparison among the age groups 

and states (two sample t-test, q < 0.05 FDR correction). Note that there were 636, 668, 767, 820, 916, 1041, 977, 563 and 328 subjects in each group from the 

youngest to the oldest, respectively. C. The P value matrix of the comparison of functional entropy among the age groups (two sample t-test). Significant differences 

were also found around 55 years and 68–70 years. D. The correlation between functional entropy and the occurrence of state 3. Each dot represents a year with its 

color indicating the age ( r = 0.80, P = 2.23 × 10 − 7 ). 
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. Discussion 

Combining data-driven methods for dynamic functional connectiv-

ty analysis of rsfMRI, and comprehensive literature searching, our study

evealed that the brain connectivity in the resting state consists of three

ajor brain states: “sensory network ”, “somatomotor network ”, and “in-

ernal mentation network ”. The dynamic parameters of the connectivity

tates (i.e., occurrence, transition rate, and mean persistence time) were

ound to be mainly associated with behavioural scores relating to task

erformance, alertness, and cognition, as well as psychiatric and life

unctions. By estimating the connectivity states in the UKB dataset, we

ound a significantly higher transition to “internal mentation network ”

n aged people, revealing three aging levels in the dynamic whole brain

onnectome. Importantly, such aging effects were compatible with ad-

itional FC entropy analyses. Our findings show, for the first time, that

he functional dynamics in resting state expose the full picture of the

elated brain functions of the whole-brain connectome, and the brain

ctivity reveals the network-level changes associated with aging. 
7 
In recent years, understanding the time-varying networks in rsfMRI

tudies ( Calhoun et al., 2014 ; Cavanna et al., 2018 ; Pinotsis et al.,

013 ; Preti et al., 2017 ) has played an important part in revealing the

undamental mechanisms operating in the brain. However, wide het-

rogeneity was found across different studies ( Damaraju et al., 2014 ;

aghiri et al., 2018 ; Kim et al., 2017 ). Sliding window correlations were

ostly used to calculate dynamic functional connectivity in prior studies

 Hutchison et al., 2013 ; Reinen et al., 2018 ; Thompson, 2018 ). However,

 recent study questioned the validity of dFC detection methods, point-

ng out the necessity of increased session and subject-averaging mea-

ures ( Hindriks et al., 2016 ). To address this concern, we used a com-

unity clustering method to detect the connectivity states, which are ro-

ust across various window lengths and groups of subjects ( Zhou et al.,

019 ). Thus, our results of connectivity states were derived from a large

ata set with a high temporal and spatial resolution, with scanning re-

eated four times for each subject. 

The dynamic changes of network patterns are on a continuum, being

ore integrated (a wider extent of connections between distinct regions)
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r segregated (wider extent of connections within tight-knit linking of

egions) ( Shine et al., 2016 ). In these three states, the sensory and so-

atomotor networks (state 1 and 2) tend to be integrated, whereas the

nternal mentation network (state 3) tends to be segregated. Our results

re consistent with the findings from Shine et al. (2016) as states 1 and 2

re related to sensory and attention networks, whereas state 3 is related

o default mode network (DMN) ( Shine et al., 2016 ). The dominant func-

ional module of sensory state (state 1) is visual networks, with somato-

otor and attentional networks also highly activated. Those networks

re largely involved in the tasks requiring interactions with the exter-

al environment ( Corbetta and Shulman, 2002 ), thus state 1 is consid-

red as an externally oriented state ( Hugdahl et al., 2015 ; Zabelina and

ndrews-Hanna, 2016 ). While in the somatomotor state (state 2), the so-

atomotor module is the most activated modules, including the highly

ctivated regions for sensorimotor functions (PreCG, PoCG, SMA, and

OL)( Brown et al., 2005 ; Koelsch et al., 2006 ; O’Regan and Noe, 2001 ),

egions relate to acoustic, speech and other languages process (TPOsup,

TG, MTG and HES)( Nakamichi et al., 2018 ; Tomasino et al., 2015 ), as

ell as other regions relate to decision-making including PFCventmed,

FGmedial, ACC ( Alexander and Brown, 2011 ; Hampton and O’Doherty

, 2007 ), the state 2 is considered as an action-oriented state. Noted that,

ensory (state 1) and somatomotor (state 2) networks can be generalized

s external oriented, as sub-states of the extrinsic networks proposed by

olland et al. ( Golland et al., 2008 ). In this work, we distinguish the

wo states from the extrinsic networks. The functional network of state

 (sensory, external oriented) represents the sensory inputs from the

xternal environment, while the functional network of state 2 (somato-

otor, action oriented) represents sensory-guided motor actions with

eedbacks to the environment ( Fuster, 2001 , 2004 ). In contrast, the in-

ernal mentation network can be considered as an internally oriented

tate ( Buckner and Carroll, 2007 ; Zabelina and Andrews-Hanna, 2016 ),

onsidering the crucial role of DMN in internally-oriented cognition

 Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010 ; Spreng, 2012 ). Additionally, previous re-

earches suggest the salience network, include insula and anterior cin-

ulate cortex (ACC), is responsible for switching between intrinsic and

xtrinsic networks ( Goulden et al., 2014 ; Sridharan et al., 2008 ). The

nsula and ACC have reciprocal connectivity with one other, which are

lso reciprocally connected with motor and sensory areas of the brain

 Goulden et al., 2014 ). In line with these results, our study showed that

he insula was strongly connected with somatomotor and attention net-

orks in state 1 and 2, while ACC was strongly connected with the DMN

n state 3 ( Fig. 2 A). Another unclear issue regarding dFC states is their

sychological or biological significance. Yet, using BAT, we were able

o link the most relevant cognitive functions and the connectivity pat-

erns in each state. Our finding of the internal mentation network (state

) is consistent with prior literature, as resting brain activity is asso-

iated with high-order cognitive processes, such as moral reasoning or

elf-consciousness ( Buckner et al., 2008 ; Morcom and Fletcher, 2007 ). 

Summarizing the studies on the major psychopathologies, Menon

roposed a triple network model which includes the central executive

etwork (CEN), salience network (SN) and DMN ( Menon, 2011 ); and

arahanoglu summarized 13 dynamic brain states into attention, sen-

ory and a default model ( Karahanoglu and Van De Ville, 2015 ). The

hree states we found were compatible with these findings, linking brain

ctivity and function. However, the cerebellum was not included in the

revious studies, although we found it participates heavily in sensory

nd internal mentation networks (states 1 and 3). Growing evidence

upports cerebellar participation in general cognition ( Ramnani et al.,

006 ), where the cerebellum plays a role as an adaptive filter, de-

orrelating its input signals during both motor and non-motor cognition

ith error messages ( Fujita, 1982 ; Porrill et al., 2013 ; Wolpert et al.,

998 ). In this study, we investigated the dynamic fluctuations in whole

rain functional connectivity in humans. More importantly, previous

tudies interpreted the identified brain networks with a limited or hy-

othetically selected literature. Instead, the labeling of the sensory, so-
8 
atomotor and internal mentation networks in this study was based on

omprehensive knowledge summarized from thousands of independent

tudies in the literature, using BAT. We characterized the full picture of

he spatiotemporal organization of the human brain, and its projection

n cognitive and functional domains. 

By applying these connectivity states to an independent dataset

UKB), the age effect on the occurrence of the three states was demon-

trated in people older than 50 years. We found that the occurrences

f state 3, the internal mentation network, were increased with age.

 remarkable pattern was found that the occurrence or transition of

tate 3 was distinct between three groups: 50–55, 56–67, and 68–78

ears. Meanwhile, the decreasing occurrence of sensory networks was

ound after 68–70 years. These results suggest that people older than

7 are more frequently transitioning to the internal mentation net-

ork, and less frequently to the sensory and somatomotor networks

uring resting state. This finding is consistent with previous reports

hat the elderly were likely to spend more time in a connectivity state

ith lesser connectivity between DMN and somatosensory/visual mod-

le, and greater connectivity between DMN and cerebellum/subcortical

odule ( Viviano et al., 2017 ). On the other hand, it has been found that

egions with large entropy tend to maintain relatively high functional

onnectivity with many other regions in different time windows and

herefore demonstrate low temporal variability ( Zhang et al., 2016 ). We

ound a similar cutoff age (between 55 and 68 years) to that revealed by

FC dynamic parameter variation by analysis of the age-related changes

n entropy. We have demonstrated that the connectivity state of brain

ynamics changes with aging, affecting sensory, somatomotor, and in-

ernal mentation networks. These results generated an intuitive biolog-

cal conjecture that the degradation of physiological function accompa-

ying aging, such as vision problems and hearing loss, could be related

o the dynamic characteristics of brain connectivity. The brain of the el-

erly tends to stay in the “self-awareness ” mode. Thus, our findings may

e a potential biomarker of brain connectivity in aging and age-related

unctions. 

There are several potential limitations regarding our methodology.

s the head motion is a crucial factor for fMRI, the denoising step in data

reprocessing was not sufficient. We also used mean framewise displace-

ent (FD) as a covariate when performing the statistical analysis. On

he other hand, the BAT is based on a comprehensive literature search,

owever, the existing literature might not target all brain functions or

elated regions equally. This might partially contribute to the following

wo unsolved issues. First, the characterization of the three networks in

he domain of the functional terms is not centralized. For example, the

ultisensory term is involved in both sensory and somatomotor net-

orks, and language-related functions were involved in somatomotor

nd internal mentation networks. This is not completely surprising as

e expect the function term is not independent with each other, re-

uiring the participation of the overlapped brain networks. Second, the

eural substrates of the three networks did not match the functional

erms perfectly. In future works, we would further explore the optimized

arameterization in using BAT, and additional novel findings could be

dded to the literature domain to further improve the significance of

ur methods. 

In conclusion, we identified the relevant brain functions of connec-

ivity states to reveal the full picture of the brain activity and the func-

ional implications of dynamic connectivity changes during rest. Age-

elated changes in the functional dynamics among sensory, somatomo-

or, and internal mentation networks have a physiological meaning and

ight serve as a neuroimaging marker of aging. This work can help

o understand brain activity and its associated functions, and may fur-

her be applied to task-evoked data. We expect that the detection of

he connectivity states and their changes with age will open future in-

estigations of age-related brain functions and cognitive functions, and

ink other brain characteristics such as brain morphometry or neuronal

onnections. 
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